
Music Philosophy 

In the fourth century Eusebius tells us that worship was only acapella and in unison. Musical 
instruments were not used in church because they were used in culture. By the time pope 
Gregory came in the Dark Ages the Gregorian chant with its monophonal melody and 
irregular rhythms were used. At the very end of the dark ages, chants began to experiment 
with harmony lines that followed the melody line. This gave rise to choral music and mass’ 
and requiems. 

The Reformers then began to pioneer the hymns. They took those songs from popular 
culture because they were familiar and gave them new lyrics to teach the truths of the 
Reformation. Luther and Calvin and others were sorely persecuted for using these 
techniques but in many ways they became the soundtrack to the Reformation. 

In American and English culture the Wesley brothers popularized the singing of hymns 
congregationally that fueled the Methodist revivals of the late 1700’s.  More recently modern 
Worship has changed the culture again as a new generation of worshippers have found new 
expressions and instrumentation to praise. 

At every major breakthrough in history there was upheaval and argument, so it shouldn’t 
surprise us to see it today. At its core though worship is a response. It is the condition of 
recognizing and attributing worth. That expression will be reflective of its culture. The 
church culture is the language of that expression. So the response of one culture to the 
worth of God will look different than another. This is why African worship differs from 
worships in Europe; why worship in the South might differ from worship in the North; and 
why  Urban worship might differ from Rural worship. 

Rather than criticizing worship that differs from our own cultural experience, we should 
rather celebrate the diversity of each cultural expression of worship because it is another 
culture; another generation that is recognizing the worth of God in song.  

There is a beauty to every tongue and tribe and nation glorifying God around the throne in 
Revelation. We shouldn’t force out that diversity, but instead celebrate it as another voice 
added to the generational chorus of the redeemed.. 

The Puritans designed the Regulatory Principle which said that Scripture should inform or 
regulate the practice of worship not our preference.  Those ideas are based on Ephesians 
5:18-21. 
• "Be filled with he Spirit" - We believe worship should be a result of being filled with the 

Spirit, it is the Spirit that informs us of the worth of Jesus and His sacrifice. He testifies of 
Jesus.  Our songs in corporate worship should be a response to the glory of God revealed 
in His church and in our lives. 

• "Speaking to Yourselves" - We believe worship should speak to one another. Our songs 
should be ones that deepen and encourage our faith. Music has always had a teaching 
component to it, therefore the words we say and the lyrics we sing matter for they 
instruct our hearts about God and His glory. 

• "Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual Songs" - We believe worship should be varied. Psalms-
Scripture with stringed instruments, Hymns-songs designed to teach us about God, 
Spiritual songs-songs that are songs of personal testimony.  We should seek to celebrate 



different types and styles of songs in an effort to recognize the diversity of cultural 
expression in responding to the worth of God in song. 

• "Singing and making melody in your hearts." - Worship should be done with enthusiasm.  
• "Giving Thanks" - Worship should be offered with thanksgiving. It shouldn’t be done with 

a scowl because it isn’t done our way. Giving thanks 
• "Submitting to One Another' - Worship should be done in community and humility 

through intentionally showing deference and celebration of diversity of musical 
expression. 
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